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WILBERT introduces Europes strongest luffer 
 
Strong, stronger, strongest. That slogan really characterises WILBERTs "Heavy 
Lifter" luffing jib series. Even the WT 1905L e.tronic caused a stir in April 2009, 
just one figure of the new WT 2405L e.tronic will top all that: 128.0 tonnes 
maximum capacity! 
 
But the "muscle crane" has more: Equipped with an innovative pendulum ballast 
system, which is used in all models of the "Heavy Lifter" series, the forces in the 
tower are strongly minimised so that considerable freestanding heights and 
hook are possible. Within the wind zone C 25 the WT 2405L e.tronic reaches 
128.0m by using foundation anchors or 97.0m with railgoing portal. 
 
The jibs can be adjusted in 6.0m steps from 36.0m to 78.0m, if required a run-
ner top can be used to extend the jib to 83.0m. 
 
The WT 2405L e.tronic comes serially with a 140kW hoist gear and reaches in 4 
fall operation with 64.0to at hook a lifting capacity of 11m/min. By using an op-
tional second 140kW hoist gear the lifting capacity doubles and reaches 22 
m/min. 
 
The rope capacity of 900m hook height enables the so far biggest "Heavy Lifter" 
to carry out each imaginable job. 
 
The WT 2405L e.tronic serially comes with the WILBERT comfort cab. As an 
option, you can order the big space comfort cab which has remarkably extras: 
separated lavatory with chemical toilette and basin. The working area has an 
24V refrigerator, air conditioner, roofer wiper and puncture-proof roof, visual 
monitoring of hoist gear and radio. 
 
About WILBERT Turmkrane 
 
WILBERT Turmkrane GmbH is a German manufacturer for tower cranes. In co-
operation with the partner company WILBERT Kranservice GmbH a complete service 
package consisting of sales, financing, rental, transport, assembly and disassembly is 
offered to the customers. Both companies belong to the WILBERT group that exists 
since more than 75 years. 


